
THE RESEARCH ESSAY

The ultimate guide to writing perfect research papers, essays, dissertations or even a thesis âœ• Structure your work
effectively âœ… to impress your readers.

Order Now Write your first draft Start with the first topic in your outline. Any spelling or grammatical errors?
But if your research paper is not long, its format may include an introduction, body paragraphs, and a
conclusion. No matter whichever one you choose to use, you must be consistent throughout your essay. This
system will facilitate the citation of sources by identifying a specific paragraph for reference very quickly. Use
a dictionary or a thesaurus as needed. What background material is relevant? Have you checked for accidental
plagiarism? Need more help? Your writing, at its best. Use the width of your thumb as a rough guide.
Afterwards, you need to write an introduction, body paragraphs, and a conclusion. A persuasive piece? Create
the First Draft This is the middle of the process. Do not add anything fancy to decorate a page number. Correct
all errors that you can spot and improve the overall quality of the paper to the best of your ability. For an
excellent source on English composition, check out this classic book by William Strunk, Jr. If prior to your
conclusion you have not yet explained the significance of your findings or if you are proceeding inductively,
use the end of your paper to add your points up, to explain their significance. Have you used concrete details
and facts and avoided generalizations? Remember, the best way to provide an interesting and catchy paper is
to be genuinely involved into the topic; Devote enough time to the research. Most research papers fall into one
of three categories: analytical, expository, or argumentative. Varying lengths of sentences? In this way, you
will feel a little disoriented and will be able to catch more mistakes. Use a free grammar checker such as
Edubirdie.


